
IDEATE
To generate ideas that answer  the challenge question.

VOTE

After voting, move the top five ideas into this space. 

Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like. 

Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open

mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea

will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions. 

Creative Problem Solving Process

Mural template designed by Dr. Amy Climer, climerconsulting.com

MAY 2022

CLARIFY
To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

DUPLICATE

Copy the topics your group is interested in from the MAIN Mural Board. Paste them below. 

YOUR CHALLENGE: 

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right. 

How might

we make

turn-over

more

effective?

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE

- One idea per note

- Start with an action verb

- Doodles/images welcomed

Round 1

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to

address adaptive problems that require creative solutions. 

DEVELOP
Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions. 

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

Provides

continuity and

social network

for new

personnel

seamless

transition into

continuing

the mission

As well as

building

knowledge it

builds socls

etwork

Reduce the

impact of

having a new

person in that

role

Reduction of

manhours means

more time for

literarlly anything

else/cost saving

No single

point of

failure

how to create

positive

impression on

new personnel 

how could we

find the areas

to specialized

in

force new

personnel to learn

by shadowing/force

current personel to

teach/share

knowledge

IMPLEMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...

1. Suspend Judgment

2. Seek Wild Ideas

3. Combine and Build on Ideas

4. Go for Quantity

DIVERGENT 

THINKING RULES

Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards

What ideas do you get from the 

Climer Cards images? 

(use the link provided or the image below)

Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)

2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.

3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).

4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

turn-over is a time

suck to train people

over and over

Continuity is lost
It always has been

done this way

you have people

train themselves

What if the

information is

stored?

What if we did

everything

completely different

Assumptions: 

Reverals:

Free

Tacos???

motivational

notes to co-

workers have a meet and greet

for new personnel so

they can network with

colleagues and people

they will need to work

with to get their work

done

What if

everyone

changed jobs

every week?

month? year?

Produce a

check list
Generate

Thoughts

create a book of

commonly asked

questions to help

onboardin quickly

What if some

jobs were

permanant?

Lay claim to

the process

provide a helpful

hand or reach out

to co workers once

a week see if they

need anything

fish-reach out

and teach to

a new person

flowers-foster

an

appreciation

day 

lightbulb-share

your idea with

someone else

once a week

CLUSTER

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories

as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes. 

develop a

culture of

flexibility

What if we

outsourced

turnover?

retain talent

and reduce

turn over

have new

person mirror

the person they

are replacing

reate clear

expactations -

onboarding OJT

signposts to

guide new

personnel

data

repository

forum

on

Tuesdays

Iron out

turn over

details

to incentivize

teambuilding

and

networking 

create a 'lighting'

task force who will

take time to

support new

personnel into the

team

have a phone a friend

list for new people for

who they need to go

to for support/ideas/

work

Running out

of time

share pass

rapid

environment

like speed

dating

create check list

with tasks/people

to meet/goals to

achieve that new

personnel can work

with 

heart-provide a

compliment of what

is going right in your

organization or give

props to a person

be the

opposite of

lock and

continue to

share ideas

sewing-the thread of

knowledeg and

patterns, makes me

think of a in sync

building blocks of 

people coming

together

set a time limit (60

days for example) to

bring new personnel

from 0 to 110% and find

out what  is neede to

ake that happen

have a sponsor/

buddy system to

help iron out

early issues 

identify what targets/

milestones you want

new personnel to

reach within which

timelines and help

them achieve that

target- its ok

to get bent

share your

idea box

generate a

'shopping list' or

menu for how to

perform the

work

Build connectivity

between new

person and key

personnel they

need (network)

Show new people

they are more than

a small cog - how

does what they do

make a different 

create a boot

camp for new

personnel = fast

orientation into

the job

shoe- one foot in

front of the other-

keep making

progress and show

that as an

organization on a

board coming in

schedule

luncheon/brown

bag information

sharing 

incentivize/reward

sharing information 

have a good

structure for

knowledge

management

facilitate a

culture of

sharing

develop

continuity

books

 assign a person

for ease the turn-

over transition-

continuity monitor

increasing

the amount

of time for

transfer

knowledge

implement a

screening

process to get

people with

right talents 

lay out good

job

expectations 

provide a

good team

building

environment

provide notes

and helpful

motivation

car

data

repository

center

promote a

culture of

family to

reduce turn-

over

eliminate

redundant

turn over

tasks

develop mentoring/

coaching for new

personnel 

Create effective

systems of

communication

Develop a robust

sponsor system

to transition

people into the

job quickly

Create an

overlap

between in/

out going

personnel 

create

detailed

workflow for

each position

automate as

much

information

so

accessible 

Capture the job

requirement

details with

training plans

included

Create a

robust

onboarding

progr

Screen new

candidates for talents/

mentality that matches

the team needs and

describe in detail job

expectations in

continuity binders.

enhance

flow of

information

Follow the

group

Use a

lifeline if

needed

Dr Seuss day-

get wild crazy

ideas to

promote

creative ideas

Failing is ok,

as long as

you learn

from it.

turn-over leads to

different expertise,

which could lend itself

to maybe different

skillsets are more

beneficial in your work

environment than

previously 

Stagger the

swapping of

personnel

Allow new

personnel to

develop their own

training and

development plan

Create

CBTs 

get your 'team

brains' to share

their information

and turn it into a

super training Bot -

and keep updating 

create a

teaching Bot

to guide new

personel

develop

self paced

learning

 change the

job cycle so

people dont

rotate out

you dont have

continuity, you

always generate

new ideas with new

people may promote

innovation

create a treasure

map of onboarding

with knowledge as

'treasure' to be

found

what if we made

algorithms that did

the majority of the

work instead of

people 

self pace

learning and

build their own

learning

program

Develop

Read ahead

information

Create a

share point/

file path

no sop you are

forced to talk to

teammates and

learn or

research

what if we

used AI

instead of

people for the

work

no continuity

you reach out

to other

commands or

industry

Accept new

ideas to try

something

different

Create a robust/

comprehensive 

pathway with 'stored

cahses of knowleldge'

communication Creation/futures

Total 

Management

Index

Training

Free

Tacos???

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

DELIBERATE CREATIVE TEAMS

Three elements teams need in order to be creative together. 

THE CHALLENGE QUESTION

Focusing on your topic above, generate a list of possible challenge questions. 

Use the format How Might We... (HMW) or In What Ways Might We... (IWWMW). 

Experiment with different verbs or wording as it will change the meaning of your question. 

Make your questions broad, brief, and beneficial. 

MWW

increase

employee

retention

HMW make the

organization a

place where

people want to

stay

IWWMW make

STRAT an

attractive place

to work

How might

we help

continuity?

how might we

we support

better team

building

how might

we optimize

different

talents

how might we

support how

information is

stored and

shared

how might

we facilitate

sharing

information?

how might we

incentiivize

information

sharing in the

organization 

how do we

create a

culture of

innovation?

How might

we make

turn-over

more

effective?

OUR FINAL CHALLENGE QUESTION

Select the best challenge question to use for the remainder of the CPS process. 

Place it in the box below. 

How might

we make

turn-over

more

effective?

GROUP

MEMBERS: 

Nick David Charlie Laura

What went well

I hope...

I wonder...

REFLECTION


